I don’t want to be a pea!

featuring Hugo and Bella

Dress up Hugo and Bella for the Hippo-Bird Fancy Dress Party!

1. Colour in Hugo, Bella, and the fancy dress items
2. Carefully cut them out
3. Choose an outfit for Hugo and Bella to wear, using reusable adhesive to attach

- Jester hat
- Cinderella dress
- Pea
- Cinderella shoes
- Jester shoes
Dress up Hugo and Bella for the Hippo-bird Fancy Dress Party!

1. Colour in Hugo, Bella, and the fancy dress items
2. Carefully cut them out
3. Choose an outfit for Hugo and Bella to wear, using reusable adhesive to attach

- Princess crown
- King’s crown
- Princess shoes
- King’s belt
- Princess mirror
- Pumpkin hat
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